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MT-8601S
Cable tester

Quick Details：

01. Product Name : Network cable tester

02. Place of Origin : China

03. Model No : MT- 8601S

04. Carton size : 49*48*42cm (20pcs/carton)

05. Gross Weight : 17kg (20pcs/carton)

06. Length Tester range: 500~1000m

07. Working temperature : -10℃~+50℃

08. Working environment humidity: 30%~70%

09. Power supply: 3.7V lithium battery, 1800mA
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10. Host screen: 2.8-inch color screen

Key Features：

 Test the cable length using the TDR principle

 Perform PING, POE, and crosstalk tests on network cables

 Locate the short-circuit position of the two cores accurately

 2.8-inch color screen, user-friendly icon design

 Both the host and receiver are powered by 3.7V lithium polymer batteries that can be recharged

Description:

Can test network cable, telephone line, BNC coaxial line disconnection, short circuit, cross, reverse connection,

pairing, crosstalk.Find the target line among the network cables, telephone lines, and BNC coaxes.Can connect to any

Ethernet switch.

Technical Specifications：

project Cable type Tester range Accuracy of
measurement

Length test:
calibration cable
length is more than
10 meters, note that
must be open circuit
measurement

Common network cable 1000m 99%

CAT6 cable 1000m 99%

Tele cable 2000m 99%

BNC Coaxial cable 500m 98%

project Cable type Load environment measurement range

Cable tester Common network cable Unlimited length 500m

CAT6 cable Unlimited length 300m

Tele cable Unlimited length 1000m

BNC Coaxial cable Unlimited length 200m

Other features On line test Suitable for any cable, any length

PING test Test whether the network cable can be
connected to the Internet

POE test When connecting the POE switch, test the
voltage and power supply lines

network cable crosstalk
test

Test whether the network cable connection is
correct

Power and battery Host screen 2.8inch color screen

Power supply 3.7V lithium battery 1800mA

Other parameters Working temperature -10℃~+50℃

Working environment
humidity

30%~70%

8601 The 8601 is the base version of this series
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8601W The 8601W has 7 more remote adapters than the 8601, making it
faster for line-to-line testing

8601S Based on the 8601, the 8601s upgraded the length test function, using
the TDR principle, can test more kinds of cable, test length, breakpoint,
short circuit point more accurate

Product structure:

You may interested:
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8601 8601W
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